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The Relationship of the Junior High School Curr-
iculum to the Primary Functions of the Junior High School.
History of the Junior High School
In American educational progress, there hav "been few
more significant and striking movements than that represented
"by the junior high school. The movement for the reorganization
of the American public school system be^an during the latter
part of the nineteenth century, after the educational ladder
was essentially complete in form. However, the junior high
school movement is the result of an older educational move-
ment. It may be traced far back into the past to Comenius and
Rousseau, the former was a leader in the seventeenth century,
the latter in trie eighteenth century,
Rousseau particularly espoused an educatinal program
which would care for the special needs of the adolescent, indeed
so advanced was his educational theory, that its influence is
manifested upon our modern school system. In his "Emile", Rousseau
enunciated certain prii ciples which he maintained were essential
in the education of the adolescent. This brief summary of
the outline for "Eraile's" education would indicate that our
educational system had retrogressed previous to the adoption of
the junior high school. He said in part that this is the one period
in life in which the strength of the individual is greater thami
his needs. As intellectual training has for its general results-

the multiplication of wants without any corresponding develop-
ment of power adequate to meet those needs, this is the one
period in life ir. which the greatest stress can be laid upon
the acquisti-n of knowledge. But, after all, there are comp-
aratively few thigs tobe >ncwn that are of value. The test of
all is its or*ctical value. "Let us then regect from our primary
studies those branches of knowledge for which man has not a
natural taste, and us linit ourselves to those which instinct
leads us to pursue", is Rousseau's statement which is akin to
our recognition of "individual differences".
Among other things, Emile had experience in a trade,
"less for the sake of knowing the tr^de than for overcoming the
prejudices which despise it." In Ms long discussions of the
importance of the manual and industrial activities in education,
Rousseau emphasizes msny of the safcial advantages. At the end
of this period "Eoiile is industrious, temperate, patient, firm,
and full of courage. He ha a'- little knowledge, but what he has is
really his own; he knows nothing by halves." Thus to Rousseau
must be credit for pressging an approach to what constitutes a
real education for a yough of our present day junior high
school age.
Before proceeding to a discussion of the reorganization
of the American school system, it would be well to examine
certain aspects of the organization of one or two European
school systems. The most important features

of the French system whi oh we will first consider are
these: l) the essentially dual eharacter of these systems;
2) the relatively long time which they allot to secondary
education; 3) the tendency on their part to provide fvr the
early adolescent period. The French hoy who belongs to the
lower or middle class enters the ecole primaire elementaire
at the age of about six. At the age of twelve, he may take
the examination for the elementary cearti f i cats. After he has
received this certificate several alternatives present them-
selves if he wishes to continue his education. He may transfer
to the first cycle of the secondary school <£ the upper branch
d>iP the school system: he may enter a vocational or technichal
school; of he may, as he does most commonly, if he
continues in school, enter the higher primary school for a
two or three year course. If he enters this school he will
pursue a prescribed course during the first year; thereupon,
he may choose a general, an industrial, a commercial or an
agricultural curriculum. If he chooses the general curriculum
,
he may uocn its completion, transfer to the science-modem
language division of the second cycle of a lycee or college.
Upon the completion of any other curricula, he may under
certain conditions continue his education in higher vocational
and technical schools.
The English, Scotch and Dabish schools, likewise, make
provisions for a middle school which cares for the needs of
adolescents. Secondary schools extend therefore over a period
of at least six ye^rs. This is particularly true of the higher
branches of the shool systems-the secondary schools which
lead directly to the universities. The regular English second-

ary schools which are associated with the upper "branches
of the school system, represent one which is essentially
continuous, extending as it does from the age of twelve to
ahout fifteen. The curriculum is for the most part general,
consisting of such subjects as English, mathematics, geo-
graphy, history, drawing and manual arts. The central
schools mark a more recent departure from the old°r system,
but are as yet limited chiefly to the larger cities. They
likewise receive pupils from the fifth grade on the hasis
of t special examination, and keep them until the age of
fifteen or sixteen. Unlike the elementary school they have
a more elastic curriculum, on which maj 1 e readily adapted
to local neeis and provide for individual differences. The
aim of these schools is general and pre- vocational, rather
than specifically vocational. Afc$de from the industrial and
commerfciai content, the curricula includes such subjects as
English, modern languages, experimental science, drawing,
music and physical training* Where more than one curriculum
is offered, there is usually little differentiation "before
the last two years.
A comparison of the plan employed in this country and
that is Europe give clear indication that the time devoted
to secondary education in this country is dicidedly too
short. Once the American educational was completed, a normal
child entering school at six years of age might, under
favorable conditions, "be expected to complete the elementary
school at fourteen, graduate from high school at eighteen

and receive his baccalaureate degree at the age of twenty
two. He is then twenty five or twenty six years of age
when his graduate work is completed. In contrast with this
normal European child who 13 destined to complete a
higher and professionpl education will do so between his
twenty second or twenty fourth year. His educational program
is completed about two years earlier on the average, than
the American student who follows a standard program.
The fact that the American educational program re-
quires the student to continue his general education two
years beyond the European does not necessarily mean that
American educational standards are higher. Itmeans, rather
that the training which the fur year American high schools
affords is not equivalent to that afforded by the European
secondary schools. It is generally coneeded that the grad-
uates of the better European secondary schools have -received
a type of training which is equivalent to that represanted
by the completion of the first two years of the American
college of letters and sciences. The experience of our
Rhodes scholars bears witness to thii fact. It was origin-
ally intended that these scholarships should be open to
American high school graduates, as they are to graduates
of English secondary schools. However, experience soon
demonstrated the impracticability of this, and the require-
ments were accordingly advanced for American students.

From such observation it is apparent thn.t the European
secondary system of education is superior to the old
American pian with its unbalanced eight-four plan. The
European student gains two years before he enters upon his
graduate study. This gain is made possible largely by the fact
that Europe h^s arrived at a relatively sound distinction
between elementary and secondary education. Their educational
system is divided bi ologi cally: : that is, the pre-adcl e^cent
period is devoted to elementary education and secondary educatinn
starts at the age of twelve, continuing to the age of eighteen.
During the former period the individual masters the minimum
essentials of the fudamentals so far as his maturity permits;
with the approach of the adolescent period he enters upon the
pursuit of his secondary studies, and as he proceeds witii
these he carries the fudamentals, more or less indirectly
to a greater state of perfection.
In contrast with htis, the American program calls
for the completion of the fundamentals before the secondary
studies are begun. Accordingly, approximately two yeass of the
adolescent period are devoted tothe so-called fudamentals.
As a result, the individual wates much of his time in the
attempt to master subject which he would master anyway, mor
otr less indirectly, along with his secondary studies if he
were to &egin these at the age of twelve. The last two yeats
of the American elementary school ^re therefore essentially
lost since it seems quite out of the question to complete the
secondary program within the four years alloted to it. Such a
consideration and comparison of what is bing doser in Europe
°nd America*- can do nothing but cnvince us that America, out-

standing for her progress! vi sm has "been stagnant is this
matter of educational reform.
The first embryo junior high school of America w^s the
Boston English Classical School. It was established upon
basic principles -which are in accord with the junior high
school of today. Boston English provided a three year course
for the furth°r education of boys who had completed a six
yenr elementary course ^nd were desirous of entering business
about the age of sixteen. ""he age of admission to the school
was fixed ^t twelve years. This, this school established in
1821 successfully carried out its objectives with a year course
rRiven during the adolescent period without demanding and el-
ementary training of eight years as a pre-qui si tte.
Cfcnneticut w^s not far behind as the junior high
school began in Middletown in the year 1849 andwas an integral
part of the high school from that tirieon. By 1851 a three
year course was given in this department of the high school
and a similiar number of yen rs devoted to advanced education
in the sinior division of the school. The schools of T.'iddletown
were completely graded in 1865, a five ye°-r course was given
in the elementary grades, followed by three years in the
junior department and by four years in the senior division.
While the curricula of these schools was undoubtedly very
limited, still the organisation of the was a trigute to the
foresight and educational wisdom of the town's schools ad-
ministrators.
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The movement for a general reorganization did not
rain impetus until some years later. President Charles
W, Eliot of Harvard was the outstanding lead-er in pleading
for a comnlete reorganization in the nublic school system.
He was the real pioheer in this movement and it was he who
awakened American public school men that some thing was
radically wrong with the existing public school arrange-
ment. As early as 1873, he urged a reconstruction of cur
plan of secondary education. Not only did he voice his opinion
but he carried them out by making several radical
changes in the admissio requirements to Harvard, '^he changes
allowed the student to complete his requirements for a
bachelor's degree at an earlier age.
The next step was far reaching in scope and importance,
it marked the beginning of a rapid swing forward. The occasion
of the Presidents address to the Department of Superintendence
marked the start of an new era in American secondary school
education. While his chief concern naturally was the college
student, several recommendations were made which wer< anpica-
ble and pertinent to every pupil who cam e under the g uidance
of the American school system. By analysis and comparison with
the products of the European sbhool system and the American
School graduate, theinferi o ri ty of the latter was aue to the
waste of time and energy in the elementary school. He urged
a shortening of the time devoted tcthis first period of the
American* child's education and strongly reoommedned the
purging of the elementary program of all irrelevant matter
The results of Dr. Eliot's address were obserwd in
the formation of the Committee f Ten under the direction of

the Natinal Education Association. This committee with Pres.
Eliot as chAlrman, carried on intensive research and investi-
gation, and aided by school and college teachers, definite
recommendations were made concerning the curriculum of the
secondary school. The following recommendations were made:
Mn enriched program of studies for the secondary schools;
thereduction of the elementary school period from eight years
to six, and the redognitia of individual difference, inter-
ests and ambitins amon pupils; the assignment of adequate,
though not uniform class time allotments for the various subjects
•f study; and the adoption of departemtal teadhing below the
ninth grade.
The next committee was one whose purpose it was to investi-
gate college entrance requirements, "'hile very little of a real
constuctive nature was contributed to the problem of secondary
education, an extension of time (for the secondary school period
was strongly urged.
Meanwile, the American educators were advocating a
complete refarrm. Many committees w-re it work and the reports
emanating frm their labors recommended the elimination of courses
long since passed into desuetude and general adoption of the
six-six plan of secondary education. Hone hod as yet suggested
a separate organization which we not call the junior high school.
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Several essayed the six-six plan, "but the only notable
change was the adoption of two distinct curri cular- one prepar-
atory for college, the other preparatory to life. While many
valuable co^tir butions were made during the secod decade of
the period, most of the time ana energy was devoted to educat-
ing educators for departures fna established practices". It wes
not until 1910, the secnrid decade of the movement, when any
change of impoitance occured. The following figures give an
indication of the trend 1;
Number of Cities Pasis of Organization
489 8-4
48 7-4
86 9-4
7 8-3
4 8-5
3 7-5
8 6-4
24 Significant departures
While thes-1 changes are broad, they >
:
;ive indication
to trend ^nd they also show a gradual elimination of the
great obstacle to later reorganization; the nin-three system.
Likewise, in progressives cities such ^s Baltimore and Rochester,
the school authorities affected an economy of time by providing
special classes for bright children after the completion of the
sixth year. In this manner two years of elementary training and
the first year of high school was completed in two years. This
was accomplished by the introduction of a curri cul^-v- which includ
ed elementary and high school subjects.
The National Education Associatedn was meanwMle, carry-
ing on their investigations, st ill reacting from the impetus of
Dr. Eliot's remarks of decades ago. The committe of Nine
1 Wm. A. Smith, The Junior High School P.93.
r
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organized in 1910 recommended that secondary schools
should provide an opportunity for testing the pupil*s
capacity; early selection of vocation by the student;
mechanical and practical arts course for all boys
and home economics course for all -iris. Shortly after
this report was rrn.de, the Comraissin on the Reorganization
of Secondary Education w -, s assembled and numtferou s reports
were made; its outstanding contributin wasthe bulletin,
"The Cardinal Principles of Education" in which divisi on
of the secondary school p riod advocated. The bulletin
^lso contains the "Senen Cardinal Principles" which should
form a basis for the curriculum of the junior high school.
The movement, itself, was growing with amazing rapid-
ity, Berkely ^nd Coiumbus established recognized junior high
schools in 1910. These cities together with Los Angles, which
organized shch a school in 1911, are generally cited ^s
pioneers in the movement. Other cities followed in rapid
succession. In most cases, however, it is hazardous to assign
exact dates, since the new institutions wer<v* ihtirdduced grad-
ually and it is difficult to tell when they began to meet the
basic requirements of a junior high school. The same situation
is true tpday, many intermediate schools are junior high schools
in name oily.
During the year 1913-1914 one hundred and sixty
seven cities with a population of 2,500 or over reported
jurjior high schools to theCommi ssi oner of Educatin in
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accordance with the following difinitinn:
A junior high school is flefined as a organization of
^ grades 7 qnd 8 or 7 to 9, whether housed with the s*nior high
school or independently, to provide "by various means for ind-
ividual differences, especially "by an earlier Introduction
of nre- vocational work or cf subjects usually taught in the
high school. 1
An application of this difinition as a s%aw da-rd^d
stamdardled however, to the rejection, as junior high schools,
of all but 57 of th«spinsti tutions . In 1920 three hundred ^nd eigh
ty six cities with a population of 2,500 of over reported 575
junior highscho&s to the Bureau of Education; and two y^^rs l~ter
456 cities of this class reported a total of 733 junior high
schools
.
The growth of the junior high school movement iB
Massachusettes h°s been similiar to that ot the country • A
survey co^diucted by theLepartment of Education showed that
there were one hundred and seventy junior high schools in the
state. The schools varied widely incurriculum offering, in
housing, equipment and administration. Fany of them, probably
could not be considered junior high schools under the defini-
tions
.
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It is a self evident fact, says Koos, to say that
the final test of an educational institution is the extent
to which it realizes the aims of education. While ther-- have
"been numberless airr.s offered as the ultimate Sims of secondary
education, educators at present are unanimous in accepting
the main objectives --s offered by the Commision on the re-
organization of Secondary Education of the National I'lducation
Association 1/ These seven main obj ecti ves : : 1 ) health, 2) com-
mand of the fundamental processes, 3) worthy home menbership,
4) vocation, 5) citizenship, 6) worthy use of leisure time,
and 7) ethical character, all of whichhave been explained
on numerous occasions and will require no further enl^rg em-
inent here.
The junior high school must assist in the fulfillmentn
of these general aims of secondary education and indeed the
possibility of realizing thene aims is dependent to a great
extent upon the junior high school. Each divisin of our
educational ladder h^s its peculiar functions, the functions
of the elementary school ^r<= as folows:: M It should provide
the general vasis for health, equally disirable for all; to
develpp that practical efficiency in adtivities shared by
all in daily work and intercourse; to develpp that practical-
efficiency in activities shared by all in daily work and
intercourse; to develop those ideals and habits of civic and
1 Cardinal Principles of Secondary Education, Bulletin No. 35
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other forms of group activity of equal value to all;
and to cultivate interests and means of recreation common
to all. "1 The elementary school is the means "by which
the child is intruduced to the culture of the race. It
is the place where he gains the fundamental knowledge,
skill, habits, ^nd ideals of thought which are essential
for all. A knowledge of th^se functions of ""he elementary
school is epsintial to those who ^re to assist in -fulfill-
th<~ p^culi^r functions of the jun:or high school if a
unified, accumulative system of education is to he had in
A erica«- Too often junior high school teachers are totally
unfamiliar with what has been doen in the elementary grades
so that much valuable time has been lost in exloring nnd
probing the knowledge of the new arrivals in the junior
high school. Greater harm hns been wrought by those who
have not carried on such investigations even in this hap-
hazard manner, and as a result the curriculum h"s been
built o the supposticn that in some mirsculour manner
nuplls of twelve or thirteen will be able to carry on
studies and work under a plan of organization wnich hed
been heretofore, too difficult for pupils two or three
years their senior. Departmental teaching: nnd kindred evils
in the first year of junior high school will bring about
1 Bonser, F, G, Element- ry School Curriculum P. 62
e
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acondition most feared by advocates who doubt the
feasibility of this plan; namely, the creation of two
gaps where there existed only one. Thiae- the duty of
the junior high schoolis not only to do its shsee in
realizing the Seven Cardinal Principles, hut also to
continue the training start*«ged in the elementary schools-,
and further practice in the use of the tools <fff educatio n.
It will he our purpose to draw up or assemble the
primary functions of the junior high school. A definition
of the term "funttion" as applied to the junior high
school is not synonoumcus with educational aim; ; rath r it
indicates an adjustment which will enable the school better
to acheive its ends. 1 Specific functions or purposes have
emerged when a defect in the school has appeared. A'or
example, the junior high school should give opportunity for
the recognition of indifidual differences. It is evident
that this was not done under the eight- four plan of organ-
ization, consequently such is one of the functions of
the junior high school.
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Observers of the Junior high school movement whose
educatioal "background hag been dominated "by the "classiss"
and others who are prone to believe that any pr,r :ressive
movement will bring disaster have been disposed to character-
ized the junior high schol movement as a purposeless actively
aa movement not motivated by clearly defined aims and purposps
Nothings could be farther from the truth considering the move-
ment Hf? a whole. In deed, it is very doubtful whether any
rovement for educational reform has been so completely dominate
ed by purpose as has been the movement for the reorganization
of the American public school system which has geven rise to
the junior high school,
The early advocates of the plan were interested in
tbe equal division of our educational ladder and in view of the
fact most of the purposes of functions of the secondary 'junior
school were concerned with the six-six plan, ^hese arguments
were::l) that it would make for economy of time in education
2) that it would provide a more gradual and more natural trans
ition from elementary to secondary education; an-^ 3) that it
would result in a more suitable school for the adolescent age.
The first, economy of time, w^s the peculiar -functio
which motivated President Eliot in his famous address to
educators at the meeting of the Department of Superintendence.
He and the early advocated of the plan were firmly convinced
that the eight-four plan was fundamentally unsound since it
allotted toomuch time to elementary education and too little
to secondary education. This was m-de obvious by comparing
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the results obtained inour four year high school "~>nd those
of the lonrpr European secondary schools, ^he wa4« waste
% in the case of our elementary schools they attributed mainly to
the fact that the last two ye^rs of the elementary school was
devoted to subjects which held no particular interest or con-
very little of falue for pupils fo that age. Such studies,
they maintained could he mastered more advantageously in the
course of the secondary school period. The inability of the
high school to meet the standards of the European scholls was
attributed to the fact that four years do not co-sititute a
sufficient length of tiie for tVie mastery of subjects which
enter into the secondary school curriculum. J,his faulty are
rangement could be rectified, they maintained, by shortening
the elementary period cf education to six ye''rs ^r»d increase-
ing the secondary period to a similiar number of ye^rs.
Ahe second argument advanced by the early advocates
ofh the six- six plan was that such a reorganization wuld
provide ^ more natural and gradual transition from elementary
to secondary education. The transition in the case of the
eight four plan was considered abrupt and unnatural
. It
Sompelled the pupil to change from the one teacher type 4 of
organization to dep rtmenal teaching. Th<= change in method
w^s also abrupt. Both of these defects, it decided were
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underlying reasons for the great student mortality. The six-
six plan would do away with many of these evils, since the
pupil would be able tc pass gradually from the one teacher to
the departmental plan of organization, and would also enable
the students to gradually become accustomed to secondary
school procedure. This function of the junior high is one of
the most important, and it will'be treated at greater length
at a later point.
The third and final defense of the six-six plan is
another argument which will be enlarged in a further dis-
cussion of the functions of the junior high schools-, name-
ly, that such a plan provides amore suitable school for the
adolescent age. The character cf such a ochcol, itd subject
matter, its methods, and its whole atmosphere would be largely
determined by the needs of the adolescent, and would, there-
fore constitute a more suitable educational environment for
seventh and eight grades pupils, who are for the most part early
adolescents, than the elementary school, the character of which
must conform primarily to the needs of childhood.
The eecond decade of the twentieth century found ed-
ucators advocating the prevailing six - three - three - plan.
They were convinced that the aims and objectives cf the sec-
ondary education could be realized to greater advantage if it
were divided into tv/o divisions cf the same length. Thus, the
arguments advanced by these lenders are for the junior high
school as a separate organization and as it is known to-day.
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The primary functions of the junior high which we will dis-
cuss are as follows; 1) gradual transitions, 2) exploration
and guidance, 3) to recognize individual differences , 4 ) dem-
ccrazation of the school system.
The first of the primary functions, to provide grad-
ual transition between primary and secondary education, is
placed in that position because of its relative importance in
the educational field at the present time. Hany educators seem
to have lost sight of this nil important function in building
their junior high school curricular. In realization of this
there lias been ^reat emphasis placed on this particular function
in recent literature. Unless this function is considered as the
basic principal of the junior high school, the efficiency of the
subordinate functions wilJ be lessened appreciably. The plain of
the early ppponents of the reorganization, namely, such achange
v/ould create z::o gaps where only one existed, seems to have seme
foundation.
On account of this recent emphasis, it may seem to seme
to be in the nature Cf an inovaticn. However, it has been implicit
and e^en expressed in the claims made in the earliest days of the
Movement. One Of the chief Claims against tne old Organization was
that there was poor articulation between elementary and secondary
education, Koos says, "The need of transition is manifest in the
conception of economy of time, which admits of the earlier intro-
duction of functional aspects cf secondary school subjects. It
recurs again in vital form in the function of axploration and
guidance and, as may be without amplification, in the purpose of
recognizing the changing nature during adolescence even though
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recognized within several of the tract icns
,
however, the
idea of transition is deserving of the special emphasis it
is now being given, for the reason that it is a serviceable
unifying concept by which certain essential elements of a
number of functions are knit together . "-1
The nature of the child is such that b gradual
transition is essential to meet the physiological and mental
changes which take place at the nge of tweleve or thereabouts.
Educators are realizing that the .junior high school is essent-
ially a transitional school, James KG lass makesthis statement,
"The nature of the junior high school administration is gradual
transition frow elementary to secondary education. This adminis
trative principle is in full correspondence v/ith the gradual
trnnsition of early adolescent children from childhood and of
pr e-adolescent children to the mid-adolescence of the senior
high school. "-1 It is an unquestionable fact that the eld
eight-four plan made no effort and could make no recognition
of this gradual and physical and mental change. The old plan
presupposed a sudden mutation from childhood to late adoles-
cence. Kence the chief indictment was the lack of articulation
between the elementary and secondary schools. Distinct and
separate aims characterized and controlled the entire units of
the school.
-1 James M. Glass,"The Junior High School, "New Republic,
Nov. 7,1923,
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The relationship of the three schools may be noted in the
following chart ; \p 3 -3
There is a singlT"common integrating curriculum: cf common
branches in the elementary school. There is an enlarged and
enriched curriculum in the three years of the j unicr hi h schools
Its function is to articulate elementary and secondary courses
of study; thereby to help each early adolescent to discover grad-
ually his own peculiar aptitudes by a general survey of different
la1ted curricular ahead of his; to reveal to him the educational
possibilities for the training cf ..is altitudes; and tc give him,
again gradually, a vision of the opportunities in which his
aptitudes, when discovered and trained, may find their proper and
useful employment. This being accomplished the junior high school
the senior high school r.ay furnish training for the development
of the altitudes;, intereste and capacities" of pupils which
have been opened up and revealed by a gradual process in the
intermediate school. This c rm be done only if the transition is
gradual as the functions, exploration Rnd guidance, recognition
of individual differences , can worlc efficaciously only if there
is a gradual transition.
One factor under the old eight-four plan which caused ed-
ucators great concern was the excessive student mortality after
the completion cf their elementary education, Uuch of this
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elimination was due, no doubt, to a nev.r and strange regime. In
consequence, the pupil drovs out because he has fai3ed. Hence
it is the duty of the junior high school to prevent such elim-
ination if possible, and it is possible if the school is properly
organized, both as to administration and curricula r. The well
organized school will make the work of tne seventh , eigth and ninth
year a transitional period. Then if a pupil does leave* the Junior
high school -as given him a chance to check up his own .judgment ^nd
to determine whether his circumstances as well as his tastes ?.re
such as to justify hi for going on for three mere years in secon-
dary school. If he decides to leave school, he leaves ccncicus of
having succeeded rather tiian fa iled-c*us ing a different reaction cn
his character. Such a noteworthy accomplishment may be wrought by
the intermediate school only if there is a gradual transition from
the elementary to th secondary school* Charles H Judd, a most
vigorous and far 'sighted champion of the junior high school move-
ment expresses himself in no uncertain terms on the problem, of
articulation and gradual transition; "Sometimes it is said by those
who opposethe intermediate school that the break between the sixth
and the seventh grade will be v/idened by this new fern of organi-
zation. They are saying, nlsc, that the urea,; t> etween the ninth
and tenth grade is a menace to the full <?r development of the child'
education. The answ r to these criticisms lies in the fact that
the whole motive of this organi aaticn is tc create a continuity
where heretofore there has been ^disjointed and wastefully duplica-
ting system. The seventh grade is to recognize the individu'O. child
and his needs, and is to give him such a course as is suited tc his
adolescent experience. In doing this it will affect a chnnge in
r
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methods of operation of operation just at the point where the
child himself is undergoing a ciiange. The child will reach cut
and meet the change in school organization which is provided fcr
his. To delay this change until two years after the child is
prepared for it, as we do in the eight year school, jeopardised
the whole relationship of the school and the pupil. To nake the
change at the tine in the child's life when he is ready fcr it,
and when the change will "be congenial tc his needs and intellect-
ual demands, is to economize his life and energy in the largest
sense of the word. To avoid a "break "by moving para.llelto the child
own motion, not crossing him obliquely in the path of development.
In exactly the same way, if we change the first year of the high
school so as tc make it fit the child's needs, we v/ill effect
economy "by removing these obst-icles to the natural progress of the
pupil which now exists in the first year of high school. "1
The function of exploration and guidance is another mfeich
did not receive much consideration in the early days of reorganiza-
tion! nor was it considered as a single broad concept, but rather
as separate functions which had no particular correlation. Among
those who have advanced and advocated he full assumption of the
obligation of guidance is Glass whose opinion may "be taken to ex-
emplify the modern attitude on the question. He stated that "the
method of the junior high school is guidance, and upon its method m
more than upon its organization and objectives will depend its
progress and fullest service." He continues in his article on the
subject of exploration and guiuanee, "the junior high school has
been variously entitled rs the finding, the sorting, the trying-cut
and testing period of the public school system. It is a probation-
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ary period "before the vital period and question of educational
or vocational choice is finally determined. Exploration of" indi-
vidual differences, the revelation of educational and opportuni-
ties adaptable to individual difference? guidance of educational
or vocational choice, equalisation of opportunities, the adapta-
tion or educational offerings to ascertain individual needs rather
than the conforming of a!3. pupils to cne educational pattern, and
the stimulation of educational or vocational vision which condition
all progress in secondary education, all tnese and other purposes
to adapt tne educational program to the individual , are the ob-
jectives cf the junior high school." 1
Many of our junior high school curricula are so arranged
that this function is one sided and unbalance, that is, all guid-
ance and very little exploration or crientaltion on the part cf
the pupils. There is little opportunity given them to explore or
try-cut their mental likes or dislikes, or individual capacities
or interests, but they are inj udiciously guided into this curricul-
um or that by omniscient teachers v/ho smst fee] that -hey have re-
ceived divine inspiration to undertake such a task. I any of ti.ese
veil intent icned a dr. in si art rators and teachers feel that because
a pupil has attained a particular rating in an intelligence or
prognostic test, nature has determined that he should be a mechanic
or r doctor, or an office clerk, and such being the case he is
placed in the mechanic arts, or the commercial , or the college
curricula. All guidance and no ex lomtion is a greater evil than
no guidance whatever, and those communities with junior high school

administered nnd organized in such n i^anner v/ould be "better
off without the reorganization of tne secondary schools.
The question arises as to how the junior high school
is to meet this requirement of the need of the adolescent.
Educational treatises ore replete with such expressions as the
following in describing the functions of the intermediate
school; "There will be an opportunity for pupils to explore
several fields to see where they fit"; they will thus "Have a
basis for making a selection when the time for specialization
comes"; w in such aschool it is possible in various ways to test
a child and thereby find out what are his natural intereste, his
ambitions, and his capacities"; the junior high school fiiakes"
provision for training in the practical arts which "may help
toward vocational finding". Every authority agrees that the junior
high school should make some provision for the young fledglings
to try out their untested wings.
The period for early adolescenceis essentially a period
of exploration and self discovery. Only in proportion ^s the
junior high school made provision for this could it be regarded
as constituting a suitable educational environment for the early
adolescent, C.O.Davis in discussing this function said; In form-
ulating a program of studies for this school two guiding educationl
intereste must be kept in mind. Eirst , the periou of early adolescen
ce is a period of exploration and self disdovery. Young people at
this age are prone to dream dreams and inclined to see visions
varied and unstable ideas completely fill the horizon. In con-
sequence the period is preeminently a period for developing tne
power of appreciation of ^orrns, and not to any considerable
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degree a time for attaining a mastery of principles, The early
years; of adolescence should "be years of self-testing and self-
discovery, and the junior high school a testing place and test-
ing ground wherein opportunities are provided for "browsing
around" and for disclosing permanent aptitudes aznd interests*
Second, once these dorminant talents have "been revealed, the
perfection of character and attainment can be gained only through
a systematic and continuous exercise of them. Hence it follows
that guarantees for a ocntinuity of ef X ort must "be given if the
most desirable ends are to be effected," -1
The new institution must therefore, make ample provision
fcr the progressive discovery and the experimental direction of
individual interests, nptitufles and abilities -through sucn ngencie
as enriched and flexible curricula, general and exploratory ccurs
and educational and occupational orientation nnd guidance. The
nascent social interests of children of this age demand r general
survey of tiie x: ;ajor fields of hur.nn endeavor, ooth academic and
occupational, rather than intensive work within relatively iso-
lated departments of these rieicis. These general surveys are quit
indispensable in the exploration of individual interests, aptit-
udes and abilities. Indeed, without exploratory guia-nce of tnis
type, genuine educational nnd occupational orientation is cut of
the question. The junior nigh school, must make mr.iple provision fo
1. Lavis, CO. The subject :..atter of Six-Three Plan, University
.bulletin, Wo. 9, Vol, 17
f
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exploratory and survey activities within the major fields of
human endeavor.
This exploratory function can be carried on through the
medium of general courses which give a Dread pre-view of one re-
spective fields of studywhich they represent. Course in general
mathematics, general language, general shop, home economics, and
junior business training will prove advantageuos to the young stu-
dent endeavoring to discover his individual interests and aptitudes
Extra-curricula act ivities , in which every well organized junior
high school abounds, also prove of inestimable value in discovering
latent talents. The clubs, the allotments, the broadening and find-
ing opportunities, the general introductory subjects, and the try-
out*short unit courees are all introductory to the fcmal elect ives.
The problem arises in every school man's mind ar, to just
how these general courees can be arranged. Br. L.H.Bugbee, Superint-
endent of Schools, West Hartford, Connecticut, proposes the following;
"a half unit course in general language to consist of two weeks to
introductory study, eight weeks to Latin, six or eight weeks to French
and two weeks to word study.
In his introductory two weeks, trie teacher develops the
history of language, using the wery beginnings of picture writing
by the caveman, then leads his class gradually through the devel-
opment of language through theGreek and Latin and into the modern
languages. By that time, the pupil has begun to have the language
sense.
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The pupils then take a trip to Italy and a foundation is laid
for the study of Latin. Use of pictures, slides, :japs, charts
and motion pictures was mentioned. The pupils road the "book,
"The Last Lays of PoxaTjeii" for accurate descriptions of Koman
life and customs, and
, *s interest grows, the teacher introduces
the vocabulary and gradually gives a few ru].es in gra.: ar and
some siuple composition. In the s--iiie way the pu. ils make the acqu-
aintance of Prance and its langauge." -1
Such a course as the one utilized at West Hartford is
mo t valuable as a try-out course, in addition it is a decided
contributory factor to the general broadening cC t e student and
of material assistance tc international mindedness and gener 1
social sympathy in the student. But as Cox states "the primary and
wholly justifiable reason for its continued presence in the junior
high schools curriculum is that there ar considerable numbers of
children at the beginning of adolescence who find in modern
language a truly joyous adventure.
The general science course should consist of carefully
organized units which will make the subject applicable to the
every day world. Scienee of a general nature should not be taught
solely as an exploratory course but must be justified.
I; ugb ee
, L. K. , "General Language," Benj . H. Sanborn & Co.
from Cox P.W.L, "The Junior High School and Its Curriculum
Page 233.
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It must "be justified on the basis of usefulness to nil the
pupils and through thera to the whole community of which tx.ey
will soon be active members. The range of interest between
those of youths and adults are striking for the familiar ity.
Thus as far as possible ILhe course of study in this particular
branch should be governed by the adult interests of those in the
community, reduced however to the level of the junior high
school pupils intelligence. The Commission on the Reorganization
of Secondary Education recommends that such course be given In
the seventh and eigth year, five periods a week. The report says
in part : "The subject matter of general science should be selected
to a large extent from the environment. It will therefore vary
greatly in different communities. The science invoD.ved in normal
human activities presents many renl problems which must be met
more intelligently than formerly. Science is universal and constant
in the life of our citizens, and hence to be useful to all pupils
general science must accept the scienceof common things as its
legitimate field. The science of comruon use and that of the class
room should be the same. General science should use any :;hase of an
special science Mhich is pertinent in the citizen's interpretation
of a worth-while problem.
The particular units of study should be those that truly
interest the pupils. Interest not only secures productive attention
but is an evidence of attention. To be substantial educationally.
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Interest must rest upon a sense of value, an evident wcrth-
whileness in the topics considered. "-1
Reorganization of Science in the Secondary Schools, Bulletin
#26 ^ge 23.
Two distinct modes of attack may be followed. One is the
organized science method, the other is the nature study method.
The former needs little explanation. It is tne method that nns been
employed for years in the teaching of special science in high
schools and colleges. The value of such a course for junior high
schools pupils iv. negligble. The nature Btudy method deals director
v/ith unorganized material. The material is studied in it-, natural
setting, that is}, the l^baratory includes not alone a rocm equipped
for tliat purpose but the out of ddors as well as various processes
found in the home, the school, the shop, the factory, and the
street. It means tnat the children observe, and question, investigate
and interpret, experiment an d undertake definite projects in the
solution of their problems, ouch n course "till not develop any spe-
cific skill, but will open up the broad general field for future
study.
The same broadening influence should be tue aim of the
general aaathematics course, although such a course has not been
adopted with much enthusiasm by school ndministrat crs. The general
mathematics course should reveal the branches of the higher
mathematics in tueir aimpleraspects and at the sam ? time provide
a background of experience in determining aptitude for higher math.
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General Biathei.iatics includes a gradually decreasing amount of
arithmetic, and a gradually increasing amount of secondary
atheruat ics. In this manner it preserves articu] it ion ith ele-
mentary and secondary ioati.enatics. Thus it prev nts abruptness
cf transition with the cources of mat heijat ics in ither the
elementary school or the senior high school. It provides an opp-
ortunity to evaluate aptitude for higher mathematics; it opens
the field of mat .-^matics to the adolescent and t-ives hi» an opp-
tunity to decide for himself whether or not he has the interest
or ability to profit "by continued study in this branch of study.
By preserving life contacts it offers an actual educational re-
turn to those students v/ho will not profit from either its explor-
atory or its preview values.
The general shop is the last of core-curriculum studies
and one still in the formative period. T e present arrangement of
the courceswith its limited '"acilities for real exploratory
purposes is most unsatisfactory. The relative i; maturity of thsoe
enrolled an the junior high school and thednnger of coMmitting the
pupil to narrow specialization, has caused m^ny to doubt the feasa-
bility of such a course. Those junior high schools which offer
specialized courses in printing, woodworking, and similiar occupa-
tions without rirst openingtheir eyes to thousands of cccupstions in
which tiiey might engage are defeating the pur cse of the school.
Printing, for example, cannot be justified ns the following report
indicates. This quotation was taken from a survey aade in Cleveland,
"In the junior high school, as in the elementary school the great-
est difficulty in tne way of trade training for specific occupations
lies in the small number of pupils who can beexpected
,
withia

the bounds of reasonable probability, to outer single trade.
Hand and machine composition, the largest of the printing trades
will serve as an example. In a junior high school of 1000 pupils,
boys and girls, the number cf beys who are likely to become com-
positor! is nbout five, tut to te ch this trnde, printing equipment
occupying considerable space is necessnry, together with a tencher
who hat had some experience as a printer. The expense per pupil
for equipment, for tne space it occupies and for instruction renders
special training for such small clnsses imprnctible. All of the
skilled occupations, with the exception perhaps of the machinist's
trnde, are in the same ose. An attempt to form s eparat e classes
for encn of the eight largest trades in the city VO.ttld result in
two classes cf not over five pupils, nnd only cue of over thirty
t een pup ils . " 1
The bulletin on the "Cardinal Principles cf Secondary Ed-
ucation" in sp axing cf the exploratory function of the junior
high school says; Vccaticnal education should equip the individual
to secure a livelihood for himself and those dependent on his, to
serve society well through hia vocation, to Maintain the ri ht
relationships toward his fellow workers and society, and, as far as
possible, to find in that vocation his own best development.
This ideal demands that the pupil explore his own capa-
cities and aptitudes, and make a survey or the world's work, to the
end that he may select his vocation wisely.
Lutz, R.R. Wage Sarning and Education, pp. 48*49, Cleveland
Foundation Survey.
c
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These general courses as outlined will prove and iwve
proven of the greatest value la exploring the interests and cap-
abilities ff the pupils. Students may then have some basis for
selection of vocations nnd if he is ever going to shov/ an aptitude
or liking for anything, it will surely manifest itself during the
period of his stay in Junior high school. In the opinion the great-
est need in the junior high school field to-day is a systematize-
tion of ti:c3e general courses, as At present they are in the embry-
onic stage of development and schools are in many cases at 3.oss as
to what recoramendat ions should be made for the outline of study.
This condition is particularly true of the practical arts, the poss-
ibilities in too tew vocations are laid open for this course to con-
tinue without a complete organization. The possible lists of vec B%
tions ext nds itself indefinitely and it is "he duty of the inter-
mediate school to place every child in his proper niche as far r<s
is humanly possible. If such a lofty ideal was even partially realized
the value of the junior high school to the community would be in-
estimable. "The world is so full of a number of things, I'm sure
we .should all be as happy as kings."
The separate treatment of one exploratory courses or
t'uncticnof the junior high school would convey the impression that
it was a separate and distinct function. However, this is not the
case, as Koos states, "The firstcf ihese is concerned with try-cut
of suoj ects and subject groups, and experiential contacts in school
shops or elsewhere with occupational life. The second is concerned
with other phases, such as assistance in curse or curriculum selection
Nichols, Louise: Are Changes in the Curriculum Heeded?
School and Society, vol. 2-, no. 616, Oct. 16, 1926.
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in the choice of present and future lines of activity, such ae
occupat icnal
,
recreational, social, tc . The function is me, the
tv/o groups are suggest eel by the term as means at hand by which
it way be perormed. The two phases are such as tc react on each
ether to the better performance of the distributive function as a
whole. "1.
The need ror guidance in the junior high school is paramount.
With the growing complexity or cur civilisation it is essential that
the school meet the needs which arise froa such a growth. If an
individual is tc tit into the life of the community as a social,
moral, and economic asset, the school ...ust do its share in starting
him on the right road. ::isiits in the school mean misfits in later
life in the majority of cases. Radiacl misfits comprise the greatest
proportion of our prison population and the statistics of cur penal
institutions indicate W -<t this ei *3u ent is increasing with alarming
rapidity, lience it is one of the duties of zae school to assist
society in coping with this problem. Guidance offers the cn^y
efficient means for combating the difficulty.
hen we consider t&at fifty per sent of the school pop-
ulation leave school before the sixth grade, twenty five per cent
never graduate from high school, and one-half of those entering
the sec ndary school do not matriculate, it is evident that the
secondary school is net meet .ng tiie need.
If guidance is to b ecme an integral factor of school
life, " there must be a systematized organisation, for ffhat is every
body's business, is nobody's business. "2
1. Koos, l.V. "The Junior high School, pp 5- -55
2. Davis, J.B. Lecture Vocational Guidance, Feb., 15, 1:30.
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The curriculum should De so arranged that definite arrangements
are made for this I unction through the medium c.f the heme rcom
p ericd
.
This p ricd forms a most fertile field for guidance in the
"broad sense of the word; educational, vocational, social, rnoml,
and physical. Guidance to De efficiently administered connotes an
intimate knowl edge of the pupils "by the te^chr . This can he
accomplished only "by the decentra J izat ion of the school so $hat
each .eacher has a snmll unit group which can be rightfully called
his own. Progressive junior high schools have worked cut tlus prob-
lem in different w-iys, for example, the Oliver Wendell holmes
Junior High School of Philadelphia u\s hciae-rcom units known as
cijvters. Prom these chapters are sent representatives to the school
governing bodies modelled after the city govern, ent . They operate
as a teparta unit, once a week in a period devoted to guicl ance
proper, "each teacher conducts personal conferences with the pupils
of her own heme room. Such guidance periods are strictly confident-
ial ; no visitors are permitted to attend the.:; even the principal
makes a point to remain cut of the room during this period. "1.
Some junior hig.. schools make greater provision for thsi
function and give one fail period n day to guidance . The Ben
Blewett Junior High School makes such a provision. "During these
periods there were no subject-matter lessens, though classes were
helped to prepare lessons with which they were ahving difficulty.
Ly an, R.L. "The Guidance Pro ram of the Hohaes Junior High School,"
School Review, vol. 32, Peb . 192 .
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Chiefly, their activity during hie period dealt with class prob-
lems and respcnsib iJ ities". In this manner the t <^a her is able to
combine the knowledge ncqired tr.rcu.^h inte3 ligence tests, grades
in their respective studies, interests and aptitudes displayed in
the tr;/-cut ccur es, with a more personal nnd intirate knowledge
cbtinned in the hci/ie-rccn: period. The sccial-civic-rx n] function
or aim of secondary education can be carried out t ^-renter advantage
in the home-room period than in any other phases of school, activity.
The ext ra^curricula activities, while somewhat outside the
the scope of this paper, offer great opportunities for e;rploraticn and
guidance, kany snouldering talents hav e b een b rought forth by de-
bating societies, musical dies, or scientific organizations and
developed under the guidance of the club -advisor, however, such
activities in order to L e justified snould be purposeful and a
child should not be allowed to inter a club unless there is sc. e
definite interest shewn. The spirit which seas to pervade so e
J tinier high schools, namely, "livery member of the school, a member
of a club," is erroneous botn. i theory and in practice.
Cox states the ideal attitude of the teacher in the
matter of exploration and guidance when he s nys, "Above all, the
teacher must realize that every child ha s in some degree and in
seme form, a potential spark of genius, and that, if he can only
lead each pupil to make the ight contact, universal victory is
possible. For this is the fundamental gogma of democracy; to it as
school-masters in the service of d#aBOcracy, all must sub s rib e . 1.
1. Cox. P.W.L. , "The Junior high School and Its Curriculum P. 31
oc
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The third primary function or the junior high school is the
recognition of individual differences. This function is quite
closely and naturally correlated with the t.vc functions previously
discussed. Expressions which illustrate the function of recogniz-
ing individual differences are; One of the chief motives behind the
junior high school has been the gr^-t adaptab i] ity to the individual
needs ^nd individual differences; the junior high school v/dlD
recognize "inherent "na universal natural differentiation", it will
make prevision for "prepn rat ion for the diversified duties of demo-
cratic society by giving full recognition tc individual capacities
imd training*, it will meet thevarying Mental capacities and eco-
nomic needs of the pupils; it will offer opportunity for ever .*.ge
pupils
.
Xnglie in speaking of this aim, s"id, "This demands a) the
earlier introduction of so e differentiated studies for different
groups of pupils; b) promotion of pupils by subject rather than by
grade; c) increased flexibility in the administration of education
in the intern ediat e grades; d() provision for the introduction of
seme forr:8 of instruction which may give the pupils an opportunity
to explore and test cut their capacities, aptitudes and interests;
e) prevision for seme forms of educational diagnosis and direction;
f) recognition cf the needs of those 3. eaving school ear]y; g) pro-
vision for economy of time in the case cf brighter pupils. "
Inglis, Alexander, "Principles cf Secondary Education," p. 294
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This natter of individual dirferences baa long been recog-
nized, but it has only been within the last fifteen or twenty ye^rs
that attempts h-.ve been trnde tc devise ways and means of adapting
secondary education tc individual differences in these traits in
such a way tc insure maxiu.um benefit tc the iriividual differences
and tc society. The differences in which the curriculum builder
should b e interested are; differences in genera], intelligence, in
physical traits, in social intelligence, for example, good leader-
ship or fcllowership ; in vocational interests; and in r.oral quali-
ties .
Intelligence tests are designed to measure general intelli-
gence. In arranging the prograt.. of studies we should consider
gene^l intelligence as a group of related capacities. S.S.Colvin
says, "There are three main types of innate intelligence, namely,
intelligence for words and abstract ideas; motor intelligence, or
skill v/ith the use of the hands; and social int ellig ence, or the
ability to get on veil with one's fellows." An intelligence test
which surveys a perscnSs general intelligence dees not indicate
in p rticular the various aspects of this intelligence. Hence, it
is the duty of the curriculum builder tc give the child an oppor-
tunity to explore and find out where his interests and talents
lay. however, the fensability of allowing every Student in the
junior high school to take shortuait courses which will try him
out in every field is doubtful. Philip Cox is of the opinion that
these short-unit courses should net* b e included in the core-
curriculuBi. Here again, general intelligence is determined psychol-
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ogists say.by mce, social condition, and physical traits* Taking
this into consideration, a student might have some rMl ability
in some particular rield, lying dormant , which talent would b e
brought cut, if it were giveb nn opportunity.
Another individual difference which should be developed
is social intelligence. Our present tests are deficient hen it-
comes to measuring social intelligence or ability to manage people.
While a real leader Bight score high in such a test, it dees not
necessarily fellow that he possesses the qualities of leadership.
Here, again, the junior high school should give opportunity to
develop qualities of leadership and fcllcwership . The hoi/. e room
period offers the greatest opportunity for the or]y development
of these clifiracte istics. Such rooms liave their student government
and in this organization correct social-civil-mcral traits -^re
acquired. Ext ra -curricula activities are also a source of develop-
ment along these lines.
Differences due to racial and family social inheritance also
require special attention and courses should be arranged so that
these differences can be net. For example, boys and girsl from homes
where the parents are foreign born or have had poor Educational
advan£glas are quite likely to b e handicapped in their use of English.
In the secondary schools these pupils hare to struggle against the
handicaps of poor pronounci r.ticn , incorrect grammar, md poor vo cab -
ularly. It i a the duty of the school to eliminate such defects if
possible. Likewise, their sense or appreciation is hindered by the
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lack of good rending, classical music, and lac: cT fnrsily inter-
est in current civic and political quest ions. The secondary school
part icularly, the junior high school, should do its utmost to fill
this gap.
Many unfounded prejudices exist which intelligent treatment
may destroy. Here again the heme room period may be utilized is a
discussuicn period lev breaking down these prejudices. The sccinl
science course is essential for the proper treatment cf this differ-
ence which is so manifest among the citizens cf this count ry.
Differences in moral qualities are also apparent and until
very recently little or no attempt has been made to take cognizance
of this fact. The moral qualities of enthusiasm, cheerfulness, re-
liability, and honesty paly a greater part in the future success of
the individual than does anek ability to solve a problem in mathenati
or a translation in Latin. It is the duty of every teacher to im-
press his students with the importance and necessity of acquiring
th -se characteristics. The importance of haying the student elect
a course in which ho is interested is evident. The undesirab e
characteristics of laziness and discontent are not necessarily in-
herent qualities, but often do appear when a worker is ill suited to
his job. Thus it is the function of the junior high school to rec-
o nize these individual differences and arrange the curriculum to
meet the needs arising from them.
The last of the four functions, democratization is the
resultant of the three functions previously outlined. Our school
system is supposed to represent a democratic ladder scheme of edu-
cation, a plan making it possible for every child to* begin at the
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bottom ftnd to continue with profit as f r r as his ambition and
economic condition permits. This orin "be "best accomplished by an
accumulat ive, unified, and progressive system of education. As
far as possible, the curriculum should be arranged to meet every
individual needtc prepare the child for the burliness of Diving.
Every opportunity should be t^ken to insure the inculcation of the
habit of "right thinking I ollowed by right acting." In order to
acheive this 2nd of democratization, it will be nec.-ssary to provide
an enriched program of studies, adequate curriculum differentiation,
flexible methods of promotion, and arable opportunities for social-
isation, so that each child may enter as far r>s possibJe upon the
type of work which he needs most.
It is even more important that right attitudes of life
are developed and that the cynicism which seems "to be running
rampant in American business and public life in nnection with
honesty Mid integrity, be destroyed. And as a result of the new
era in American education, we may optimistically look for results
ns stated by Cox; "Trickery, dishonesty, ignorance, intolerance,
and selfish exploitation will disappear as the new school life
emerges. And then will the blessings of liberty and the common wel-
fare be supreme."
Cox, P.W.L. "The Junior High School and Its Curriculum." P431.
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There is ncthing jnore characteristic of the American
schools thnn the fact that they are organized and conducted as
independent local wift units. Each school system arranges its
courses of study without supervision frcr: nny authority frorc with-
out the system. State departments often advise ana strongly re-
commend the ground to be covered in courses from time to time, hut
even when these guides are accepted, it is left entirely to the
discretion of tne individual system. Recommendat icns are also made
in regards to the curricula but here again the ndcption of then is
left tc the judgment of the superintendent or the principal of
the school.
The result of this local independence is that a great many
experiments are being tried cut in the American schools. Some of
these experiments are carriedon with full appreciation and realiza-
tion on the part of the school executives that the junior high
school is Soill in its embryonic stage. In some cases it is an
indication of professional alertness and a sign of a progressive
spirit. However, it does seem as though most schoolmen might accept
the judgment of men v/ho have devoted many years of intensive study
by means of expe imentation and scientific research and it would
be the part of an efficient adminisrtator to accept their inter-
petation of what the aims and objectives are ho w they can be mo
efficiently realized.
The wide divergences in the practices of the junior
high school could be made a most helpful basis for educational
progress if seme method could be devised of finding in the midst

these practices the ones which are the most successful. Then by
adopting the b est from such experiments, the schools might take
advantage of this opportu nity by adding to their present local
independence some means of a comparison of results which would
serve as a rational guide to local ±n&e iniative. However, this has
been done. Most authorities differed but little in the recommenda-
tions forthcoming fro m such experiments and it would be logical to
expect some sort of a uniform adoption from these results. School
authorities show no reluctance in accepting the aims and obj ectives
of the junior high school, but they do very little to bring
about a realization of these aims through the medium of the
curricuja. A study of the various j.unior high school curricula ol
Massachusettes cause one to marvel at uhe menns utilized to bring
about the same results.
The report which rollows is a comparative study of the
curricula or the junior high schools of Massachusettes and the
relat icnaship of them to the primary functions of the junior
high school; namely, to provide a gradual transition from the ele-
mentary to the secondary school; to" give opportunity for explora-
tion and guidance; to malce provisions for individual differences;
and to democratize the school system.
The plan of procedure was to secure the curricula of all
the junior high schools of the staee and also the curricula of twen
rive of the outstanding curricula. The four aims and objectives
as previously outlined were used as a measure in the ccnsiderat ich
of the question.
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One fact was immediately evident: the periods of time devoted
in various school systems to a given subj ect of instruction and to
the subdivisions of that subject were impressively different. The
question arises, how can school systems differ so radiaelly if all
are producing the same results? The flowing taole is an indication
of the wide variation which exists. English is given as an exam .1
e
because it is a constant in every curriculum.
Grade Highest no. of minutes Lowest Average
7 520 160 230
8 500 160 216
9 400 160 210
When the practices of the schools differ so widely as is
indicated in the previous table, very little argument is needed
to establish certain conclusions. First, experimentation in the
administration of the curriculum has evidently folloed widely di-
vergent lines; secondly, those who are devoting a longer period
of time to a particular study should justify their practice in re-
gard to the economy of time; those who use a shorter period should
answer the question as to whether or not they are giving adequate
training. Wide variations in time characterize the whole curriculum.
Gradual transition.
Do the junior high schools ol Hassachusett es provide a gradual
transition from the elementary to the secondary school? One of the
most forceful arguments offered by the advocates of the junior high
school was t.jat it provided a bridge for the gap which existed under
the old plan or organization. It is the function of the junior high
school to introduce secondary school subj ects gradually so that a
natural, unified, and progressive system will be the result. If sec-
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ondary school subjects are introduced too early or without
sufficient introduction, che purpose of the .junicr high school
is "being aefented. The following general courses give an indica-
tion as to what the junior high schools of llassachusett es are do-
ing to meet this problem:
Subj ect Percentage of schools giving course by gmde
7 3 9
General Science 38 55 60
G eneral Mathematics 83 84 13
General language 05 08
Thus we obs rve that progress has been rather slow in
so far as general science and general language is concerned. The
general science course could be placed in the sevnnth and eighth
grades ns well as the ninth. The fact that sixty per cent of the
intermediate schools teach general sciencein the ninth grade lends
argument to the claim that many schools have simply moved the first
year of senior high school down to the junior high school and it
can be supposed that the method in teaching the subject has not
changed appreciably. Early adolescence is the time for the study of
the laws of nature and with this in mind curriculum committees
should start the study of science in the first year and continue it
throughout the junior high school period.
General langauge is the least deveioped of the general
courses as far ns its adoption in the junior high school is concern-
ed. Slightly over five per ce.it start language study too early, there
fore, the course acts as a detriment. The eighth year is the proper
time for this general course. 0n3.y eight per cent utilize this
means to introduce the study of foreign langauge. Not one Junior
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gives evidence of freedom from the college requirements, for none
of them continue the study of general language in the ninth year.
There is no justification for starting the study of foreign language
before entrance tc senior high school. The teaching of a foreign
lahgauge for the purpose of mastering it cannot be justified in the
secondary school, but rather it should be u Means for broadening
and giving the students an insight into the lives, manners, and
custom? of foreign peoples. A well organized course in general lang-
uage can do this more advantageously than an intensive study of
one particular language*
IHost of the junior high schools provide courses in general
mathematics until the ninth year when algebra is substitited. Here,
again, the junicr high schools feel the binding ties of the college
entrance requirements. However, the introduction of matheamtics is
gradual which formerly was the cnse.
Prom this table the greatest work is to be done in the
general language field, for over ninety-four per ceny of the
junior high schools start t e actual study of French, Latin, or
Spanish without any previous introduction to the general field.
The twenty five representative junicr high schools
reveal this intersting fact. Twelve provide French in the course
of study for the seventh grade. Fourteen rquire the students to
elect the subject An the eighth grade. Latin is offered in the
seventh grade by tv/o of the schools and by eight in the second
year. In only two cases is a course in general langauge offered
which would make the transition easier. Thus the boy or girl who
was not considered mature enough in the tirst year of the junicr
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high school to elect a foreign lnngauge , is now allowed to do
so inthe first year of junior high school. Some school adMiniotra-
tors might icnintain that such courses are try-cut courses, but
this t'not rana ins ; those who succeed continue theur study and these
who fail take up another line of nativity. The psychology o f the
try-cut course of this type is wrong in principle ns the element of
failure should be avoided, and could be avoided in the general
lnngauge course. The function of gradual transition CRnnot be
carried out under such an arrangement.
Pratical arts courses.
Subj ect
7 a 9
Woodworking 64^ 64 45
Metal working %% 12 8
Agriculture 05 1 1.7
Printing 2.7 5.- 2.7
Electricity 2.5 5.4 5.1
Machine shop 2. 5 5.4 5.1
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Mechanical Arts .017 .017 .034
The same misunderstanding of the capabilities of the
junior high school student is onee more apparent and the
inclusion of these trade courses which train for m**r* some
specific trades not only unjustifiable "but thwarting the
p urpoee of the junior high school in its effort to provide
gradual transition, ^he axn.s and purposes of the practical
arts course is to provide for worthy home membership, ex-
ploratory, avocitional, appreciation of work done, practical
application and correlation, and habits of exactness and
accuracy
.
American boys have alwasy started trades too yiurg,
and rany of our junior high schools are do i ng their utmost
to start them younger. Here, too, boye re confronted with
the problem of picking a trade at an age v/hen they havveno
real conception to what a trnde will hold in store for
them. In tensive training in the inter^dinte school is nd
in keeping withthe purposes of the school.
Considering the problem from the viewpoint of the
function of gradual transition it is obvious that th include
specialized activities in the first two years of junior high
school iB not in keeping with this function.
In view of the fact that the seventh year is
essentially a period of adjustment for the very youmg and
immature adolescent. He must be adjusted to a new school
organization ar>d a new type of admiaistrati on. Therefore,
he should be subjected to as little change as possible from the
elementary school. The twenty junior high schools retain the
elementary schools studies in the seventh grade with the
exception of three. Thes c scbools offered electives in the

seventh grade. Pupils -re required to elect one of the
following, foreign language*, (French or La + in), practical arts
or home economics, or junior business training, lass says
that there should be not change in the program of studies
• coar-ioned "by the introduction of elective. Present practice
gives little support ot any seventh year elective, Somer-
ville, Belmont and Fall River are the junior high schools which
include electives in the seventh year. radual transition and
good articulation between the elementary school and the junior
high school i most difficult und^r such conditions.
The eighth ye^r also is of assistance in gradual traw
sition "by the intruduction of general try-out courses, ^"his
pmfcae phase has "been discussed in previous pages and will he
further discussed under the heading of exploration and guidance.
Finally in the accomplishment of the purpose of tie
junior high school to a lve as a transitional stage in the pub-
lic school system, ther^ must be aperiod of "stimulation" rs
Class ^ays, to facilitate transition to the senior high school.
The ninth year of the junior high school is primarily for the
purpose of making desirable in theestimat ion of each pupil
advancement into the the next higher type of school. '^he ninth
ye r carries on the program selected after the experiment of the
two previous grades, 'his stimulation is largely by the agency of
the particular electives chosen during the priods of esplora-
tion and provisional choice, """he junior high scholls of Massa-
chusettes are ne in providing electives for stimulation.
rj
\he
purpose of stimulation, hut rather definite, specialized train-
ing is started at that period.
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Exploration nn^ guidance.
The most importance year in the junior high school
is considered by some authorities to he the eighth ye^r.
For it is during this period that the ^dolexcent hoys nnd
girli are ^fforeded the opportunity to try-out their indi-
vidual 'ifference, a bilities anu aptitudes.
Every hoy and girl should have an opportunity to try
out in ever general course, even it it is n short unit course
of tec -. eeks duration. Every exploratory, course must fulfill
the twofold purpose; first, to help some pupils to explore
their aptituae for the course, and second, to give all pupils
an actual educational return. The Commission on the Reorgan-
ization of Secondary Education states: : "Eash subject should
be so orgainzed that the first ye^r of work will be of definite
value to those who go io further; and this principle
should be apolied to the work of each year."
A he percentage of junior high schools giving such
try-out ciyrses is rather smiliar as this table indicates.
Subject Percentage of schools giving courses.
7 8 9
G enersl Science 38$ 55$ 60$
( eneral Mathemati cs 83$ 84$ 1:*$
G eneral Language 5.8$ 8.2$
General science and gereral mathematics
courses are given generally, general language isstill in its
embryonic stage. Lach of suitable texts and teachers is prob-
ably the cause of may junior high schools to adopt the gen-
eral language course.
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The curriculum of the ninth year gives evidence to the
fact that in all together too many cases the first yenr of
the senior hfegh school has been superimposed on the ninth
year of the junior high school.
^he following figures tabulated from one hundred and
seventy junior high schools indicate that specialization and
not stimulation is the aim in the largest percentage of junioir
high school. As a result the transition is mode no easier than
was formerly th^cTse under the old eight- four plan and the
value of exploratory and trv- out courses in the eighth grade
has been nullified.
Subject No. of Schools Percentage
Elementary Algebra 115 66
Latin 1 61 35
Latin 2 40 23
Latin 3 17 10
French 1 47 26
French 2 33 13
French 3 46 27
S ewi ng 87 51
El, Bus Practice 48 28
Bookeeoing 37 22
Typewri t ing 12 7
Mech.Drwwi ng 63 32:
Metal Working 15 8
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The above list of courses r<re offered in the ninth year
of the junior high schools of tte ssachusettes , The first, elementary
algebra is proably the result of college entr cne board require-
ments. However, if public school officials can break down this
domination by higher institutions of learning, general mathematics
should be continued in the ninth year, as such a course properly
organized, holds greater eaucaticnnl value than algebra. Then,t6c,
the student can master sufficient mathematics in senior high schoo]
to satisfy these college requirements.
A study of Latin 1 is proably essential in most communi-
ties and can be attributed to the demands of the colleges. Latin
2 and 3 ,which is apparently advanced s:udy, is certainly uncalled
for in the junior high school. The same condition is found in French
with sixty per cent of the schools offering advanced study. Such
an arrangement might prove b ehef i«srial to a few students with linguis-
tic talent above the ordinary, but tor the ordinary students such coure
act as a detriment rather than an aid.
Bookeeping is taught in thirty sven of the one hundred
and seventy junior high schools, while type riting is found in the
curricula of twelve schools. There is no justification tor either
subject on the basis of expense or as an aid to the fulfillment of
the functions of the junior high school. The commercial curriculum
is one in which there is great need for reorganization.
The teaching of typing in the junior high school is of
doubtful value. Proctor found in a study of this question that only
two per cent of junior high school graduates use typewriting. Thus,
the expense entailed for the initial purchase and the upkeep of
the machines is not justifiable. Likewise the study of bookeeping
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is not productive of results sufficient for its inclusion in
the curriculum. Twenty one per cent of x.he junior high schools
contain this subject in the curriculum. Investigation again
showed tnat junior high school students have only n negligble
opportunity for using what little training they receive in ihe subj ect.
Neither typing not booiceeping is of any v^lue to the student 8s
they do not make the transition easier, nor provide a pre-view to
further study.
Junior business training or elementary business practice
is the best means for making the gradua] transition in the commer-
cial cuuriculum. Twenty eight per cent of the schools provide such
training. A well organized course vrill enable the student to Mater
the fundamentals in spelling nnd arithmetic, and stimulate inter-
est if the pupil shows a liking for the work.
All of these try-cut or exploratory courses should be
contained in core-curriculum according to most authorities. How-
ever, such is not the case with the junior high schools of Massa-
chusettes, for only a fraction of a per cent do so. The general
mathematics course is contained in the core-curriculum of all
the junior high schools investigated. Algebra is found as an
elective in four of the twenty five schools. The revaluing twenty
one have algebra, business arithmetic, and in two cases vocational
algebra as elecoives in the ninth year. General science is found
in the eighth and ninth year.
The greatest failure of the junior high schools to meet
the exploratory function is in the general, language field. In
every case the study of general language is limited to those of
"exceptional ability", or those whom in the opinion of the tenchers
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can profit Dy such study, or choice of language activity under
guidance. Inteeligence examinat ions and records in the elementary
grades are determine factors in the election of courses. Apparent
ly, most of the school systems have reverted to the old pD.an of
the superior students taking the proverbial "college course", or
those of mediocre talents taice the commercial curriculum, and
the remaining group follow the industrial arts or tne home eco-
nomics curriculum. Hence, the condemnatory statement made by the
opponents of the junior high school idea, namely, that students
must select their vocations at the age of twelves, whereas under
the old plan they were not expected to do so untiD. fourteen or
fifteen years of age, is not without truth and foundation in
fact.
The following tables indicate that the larger junior
high schools as well as the junior high schools in genera]., are
not completely fulfilling the functions of the junior high school
Languages offered Sub j ect 7 8 9
in twenty five Latin 2Zv. 34 100
sleeted schools French 33£ 92 100
Spanish i% B
German *i
Gen. Lang. a
Languages offered Sub j ect 7 a 9
in one hundred and Latin 11% 48 69
seventy junior high French 60 74
schools. Spanish 3, 2.8 4
G erman .05
Gen. lang. 5 8
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Mathematics offered in Subj ect 7 8 9
twenty five schools. £i±. AJ-geora J.4 AH
.bus. Arix>n* o
Gen. Math. Q / I T 11l)
Mathemat ics offered in
El. Algebi'a -1 o ,. 64
one hundred and seventy
Bus. Arith. 16
junior high schools.
Gen. Hath. 48 a
Commercial subj ects for Subj ect
tv/enty five selected El. Bus. pr. 36?, 32
schools. Bookeep ing OA • 28
xyp ewrn* ing <iU
Commercial subj ects for El. Bus. Pr. 4£ 25 23
one hundred and seventy Bookeeping 2£ 22
junior high schools. Typewriting 2£ 8 8
These tables indicate that the larger wore progressive
scho61s are approximately in the same condition as the junior high
schools in general. In both cases greatest work needs to be dene in
reorganizing the foreign language study, encouraging progress has
been made in the coHoaercial field and in the study of mathematics.
Such exploratory courses as general language, general
mathematics, and general science will prove only partially effectiv
without guidance. A study of the curricula shows that practically
ni time is devoted to guidance activities. One school offers a
course in vocations and civics. This offering is given five times
a week and is stirted in the eighth grade and is continued in the
ninth. It is in the core-curriculum.
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A second system offers guidance combined with library
woric and study, four periods a week are devoted to these act-
ivities. Twenty of the twenty five junior high schools provide
guidance as an aid in the election of electives, but in half o f
these cases the choice is not preceded by an exploratory course.
All of the junior high schools have a very Wft&l develop-
ed plan of extra-curricula activities. In this v/asy the progressive
teacher may take advantage of the many opportunities to assist
the pupil in making a vocational choice. These clubs supply an
intimate contact v/ith the pupils for the teacher. Given sincerity,
affection, reasonable intelligence, respect for the personalities
of the pupils, and freedom and security, almost every teacher
will become an effective adviser to the pupils whom he comes to
know through their common activities. Home rooms, clubs, teams,
committees, and class rooms offer the greatest opportunity for
such partner-ships which will bring about these intimate contacts.
Hence, while the mechanics of the curriculum offers very little in
in the way of affording opportunity for guidance, teachers wi^i
take advantage of the enthusiasms aroused in the various activities
exploiting them for the welfare ofthe groups, but particularly, the
individual.
The school curriculum is thus coming to re-enforce, guide
and direct desirable activities that are intrinsically satisfying
to pupils; it is becoming the dynamic instrument for co-ordinating
the educational activities of the school an those of the out-of-
door and school life of the boy and girl. The school paper is
frequently edited by pupils in their English classes; debate is
fostered in connection with social study and English courses of
study; athletic games are organized as a part of physical education
c
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teachers of matheraat ics
,
science, and other subjects act as
sponsors of clubs for pupils interested in some phase of their
subject. These extra-curricula activities are in thesis elves of
sufficient value to warrmnt the existence of the junior high
school. At present they offer the greatest means for guidance as
the curriculum of the junior high school has taken very little rec
ognition of this particular function.
r(
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The third function, that of recognizing individual differences, is
generally recognized in V^e junior high schools of Massachusetts. The
enriched curricula and extra curricula activities provide opportunity
for the varied interests of junior high school pupils. If any criticsm
may he directed in this respect, it is over recognition of individual
differences particularly in the practical ?;rts and domestic science
cources.
Koos s? ys the following are the factors of variation in adolescent
children,
-1) inherited; 2) environmental factors and those ettrihutable
to 3) stage of maturity, 4) sex; 5) the degree of selection.
The curriculum of thejunior high schools can do but little to rec-
ognize t he inherited differences except through the medium of the general try
out courses and the extra curricula activities. Some schools, however,
recognize musical ability, for example, giving credit fcr rork done outside
of school. Artistic ability in sketching or drawing may developed in the
school magazine. Both of V. ese talents are largely inherited.
Environmental influences are also ordinarily believed to be potent in
making for variation between individuals of identical native endowment.
Among these environmental influences are tve kind of previous educrtion in
school; home conditions, inclusive of intellectual traditions, occupations,
and recreational and other int- rests of members of the family; and neighbor-
ing surroundings. These are in turn determined in no small way by what are
sometimes referred to as "race differences especially in cities whose pop-
ulations are constituted in considerable proportions of recent immigration
of people whose traditions and attitudes are notably unlike those of peoples
who came to our chores a generation or more ago.
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The big problem far educr tion is to determine in what direction th»
individual differences in ability and interests are to be fostered, and in
whet direction wa should endeavor to diminish t 1 em.
There will be no disagreement with the statement that, as concerns the
physical aim, our endeavors will be to bring the school populetion to e
uniformly high lovel of phyrical efficiency, Sixteen of the twenty five
high schools provide physicel training two periods a week throughout the
three years. Five devote but one period e week to physicil education. Three
junior high schools work on a sliding scale with three periods a week given
in the seventh year, two in the eigtb year, end two in the ninth year. One
school combines physical training and hygi-ne in two periods carried through
the three yeare.
The distribution of athletic activities among the junior high schools
of the state is most interesting; Kere again one hundsred end seventy schools
were considered.
This trble gives the percentage of schools engaging in atMetic activ-
ities.
No. of schools percentage
Physic- 1 director 121 71
Playgrounds 13 r 77
Gymnasiums 89 52
ball 67 '69
Soccer 90 52
Baseball 161 94
Basketball (gi Is) 102 60
Basketball (boys) 123 72
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This indicates that recognition is being taken rather generally of the
necessity of physical education. Thereim however, no Justification for
football in the junior high schools. Gradual transition implies physical as
well as mental. In vier. of the fact that the bones and muscles of adolescent
boys are in the formative and developmental stege, care should be exercised
so that these organs shall not be over texed end result in a strain that m
might bring a permanent injury.
In the vocctionel cin we shall need to strive more for differentation.
The curricula is rich in its offerings along certain linos, but to be effect-
ive, these cources should be opened to all students, not a select few.
In th aim to train for t' e proper use of leisure time we shall find it
desirable to s cure bo'ih uiiTerenJ1lotion and similierity. For instance,
fthile all children should bo taught to nnke recreational use of re? ding, it
will be necessary to guide reading interests in some prrt along diverging
channels. Here, the junior high schools with their numerous club activities
can develop these interests.
Some of tho more promin nt activities found in the junior high schools
of tho strte ere m follov/s;
Ho. of schools Percentage
Orchestra 140 82
Band 4 14
Glee Club (girls) 76 44
Glee Club (boys ) 76 44
EefBFtment
Debating Clubs 63 37
Dramatic Club 102 60
School Paper 88 Kl
Junior Red Cross 80 47
r
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These e.-.tra curricula activities orovide an ppportunity for exploration
and guidance as well es develooing e means for the proper use of leisure
tine. In the more advenced schools, advanced work in art and music is con-
tained in the curriculum, and an much time devoted to thos f. activities as
to the languages or mathematics.
Another individual difference which most junior high schools recognize
is innate ability or curxcity. The students are grouped in accelerated,
medium, and slow groups, ork is assigned according to the groups ability
to accomplish the tasks assigned. Junior high schools should avoid "double
promotions" for the acccleratod group and insteed providoa rich pro/ram of
studi' s.
Different junior high schools use either intelligence tests or scholar-
ship an the deciding factors for group placement. The percentage of schools
using then ere as follows;
No. of schools Percent
Scholarship 1?3 7f
Int. Tests 81 47
Citizenship;
There i one individual difference which every school should attempt
to r move and bring every student on the same plane; good citizenship. This
aim should characterize the whole curriculum, but the social studies are the
best immediate means for realizing this aim. ¥he
The social studies are one of the most difficult studies. It wf:s not
until 1847 that Harvard and the University of T'ichigan recognized history
as a subject worthy of preparation for college. Books were hastily written
and adopted without question by the high schools. Ancient and English
history were included in the secondary schooldcurrieulum. I^upils in general
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had no particular interest in these courses, nor did these courses hold
anything of i ny great value for the students. The reorganization of the
social moltaopo in the Junior high school has taken the form of general-
ization. Civics, history, economics, sociology ,and geography ere usually
included in the general course.
Thi3 genercl sociul science course will give the student a broad
view of f ture senior high school work. Sixty four out of one hundred will
not graduete from the high school* It is necessary therefore that the
Junior high school start to give *i training in citizenship and a general
appreciation of the peoples of the world. There is no course in the entire
school system which will do more than the social studies in breaking down
prejudice and intolerance. In addition it will do m ch to eliminate the in-
tense spirit of nationalism which la so evident in .America at the present
time. The social studies should be the core of ths curriculum and required
of every student.
This table indicates the progress made by the Junior high schools
of ;;asscchu£etts in the social studies;
Grades 7 8 9
subject
Com. Civics 19$ 35 5?
U.S.History 78 78 4
Geography 80 64 4
Social Studies 7 9 2
The table in itself is sufficient proof that very little prorress
hae. been made in developing a general social studies course. The Junior high
schools are adhering very closely to the traditional Uaiteti States History
and geography as it was presented und r the; old plan previous to reorganization.
Hence, it would seen that the Junior high schools of Massachusetts
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have been only partially successful in recognizing individual differences.
Encouraging progress has been made in the health program. Attempts have
been made to provide for individual differences in intelligence,extra-
curricula are provided for special talents, and the curriculum in general
has been enriched to a certain degree. It might be 3. id that with the
limited facilities provided and laboring under handicaps peculiar to Mew
England
,
encouraging advancement has been made.
The democratizing function of the junior high school.
In concluding the dircunsi m of the present primary functions of the
junior high schools, it will be well to direct attention briefly to the key-
note which interrelates the three functions which heve come up for consider-
ation. Thin keynote the democratization of education.
Thir, is the major function of ell education, gradual transition, exp-
loration anu guidance, and recognition of individual differences are sub-
functions of the major function. Education cannot be democratized without
keeping in .ichool, pupils who are nov dropping out just an soon as the period
of compulsory education is tcminated, while other pupils continue their
training. (Junior high school principals, when queried on this said that there
was a greater retention of pupils as far ma they could observe.) Time is
economized by enrichment and otherwise so as to advance further into training
beyond the mere fundamental process, those who are destined to leave school
early. In this way progress is made toward the equaliz- tion of educational
opportunity. There is some adjustment individual differences. The per-
formance of the function of exploration nd guidance has been carried out sc
that these individual differences are recognized; one is a corollary to the
other. iThile not every in support of these functions comes from the n ed of
democratization, this relationship is one which knits them into unity and makes
them all democratizing functions of the junior high schools.
(
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Constrictive Curriculum for the Junior High schools.
What type of curriculum gives the greatest opportunity for the realization
of the Seven Cardinal Principles and provides the be3t means for carrying
out the primary functions of the Junior high schools.
The following program of studies contained in the Senior-Junior ligh
school Clearing House Mapasin- of November ,1929 meets every requirement of
the junior high school. Local conditions would probably prevent most sy- terns
from adopting such a program but it is the ideal toward which every school
should tend.
Seventh year- first year Periods weekly
English 5
Social Studies 5
General ;:athematiC3 5
General science 2
Health 2
Home room activities 4-5
Orientation 1
Assembly 1
Conference and
Home room business 1-2
: cadinf
,
-.rating and
Spelling 1-2
Library study 1
Music 1 1-2
Art 2
Practical Arts 2
Health includes formal and informal pymnasium work and health instr ction.
The home room activities are under the direction Af the home room teacher.
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Seventh yer.r- second yerr. Periods Veekly
English 5
Social studies 5
General Mathematics 5
General Science 2
Health 2-3
Home room activities 4
Club or study 1
.Assembly 1
Conference 1
v/riting and Spelling 1
Guidance 1
Heading 1
?wusic 2
/rt 1 Choose two 3-4
Practical /rts 2
Libary guid nee is conducted under the instruction of a librarian.
The club activities are compulsory for one term only, thus if a student
shows no interest he nay drop it.
Reading is carried on with character training as an objective.
Eighth year-first hnlf Feriods weekly
English 5
Social studies r>
Cenerel science 2
health 2-3
Home room activities 4
Club or study 1
Assembly 1
Conference and
Home room business 1
' riting and spelling 1
Guid nee 1
l!usic 2 Choose two
Art 2 4
Prac. Arts 2
The choice of the electives is made under guidance.
Elements of business 10 weeks
General language 10 weeks 2-3
Elements of business and general language are not elewtives and are given
only in the second half of the eighth year.
c
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Ninth year-first half
English 5
Social studies 5
Mathematics 5
Health 2
Hone room activities 3
Club or study i
Assembly 1
Conference and 1
Home room business
Electivess
Science 5
Guidance 1
Ifusic 5
Art 5
Business training 5
Forei gn : enguage 5
Study 0-5
Ninth year- second half
English 5
Social Studios 5
Kath. 5
Health 2-3
Home room activities 2-3
ElectIves
Science 5
Guidance 5
Music 5
Art 5
Practicalerts 5
Bug. Training 5-10
Foreign Language 5
Study 0-5
This curriculum provides gradual transition in the seventh akd e*g*fe
ninth grades by providing a gradual ttfaaciiieng introduction of the
social studies^ mathematics and science, another excellent means of intro-
ducing the new students to theschool is the one period a week devoted to
"orientation". The study of the fundamentals is continued by continuing
the study of the fundamentals of reading, writing and spelling, /ppreciatioa
of music and art is encouraged by studying them four periods a week.
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The eigth year is featu ed by the Inclusion of general try-out
cources as a required subject. They are short unit cources of ten weeks
duration. The cources re general language and fht elements of X>- niness.
These courses are given only during the second semester.
The ninth yerr provides for t^e election of one of tr« folio? ing;
foreign language, business training, art end music.
These elctions rre nade under guidance.
Thefeatures of the curriculum are; thr: home room activities, Lnglish,
Social studies, mathematics a d health i?hich ar* contained in the core—
curriculum for the three years. Llectives are provided in music end art
and the -ame credit given in these studies as in the foreign language and
business training. Short unit try-out courses followed by guidej.ee v?hich
meat the exploration aid guidance function of the junior nig schools.
This curriculum meets the requirments of %ba Cardinal principles end
the primary functions o the Junior hirh school, in Bdditloi it gives
opportunity for the administrators to meet local needs, such as additional
study of English for schools in I foreign section, or the demands of the
college board.
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